
checklist on the Best Way to Track Media Mentions
In today's hyper-connected world, media mentions have a tremendous impact on a brand's
reputation, consumer perception, and overall performance. It is critical to keep track of how,
when, and where your brand is mentioned in various media platforms, such as print, online
news, social media, blogs, and podcasts. Effective media mention tracking not only helps to
gauge public sentiment, but also plays an important part in designing marketing strategies,
responding to crises, and analyzing the efficacy of public relations campaigns. To traverse this
complex world, a well-organized checklist for tracking media mentions is essential.

Checklist to Track Media Mentions

#1. Identify keywords and phrases.

● Brand Name and Variations: This includes typical misspellings, abbreviations, and
alternative names.

● Product names: Keep track of specific product lines or services supplied.
● Key personnel: Keep track of the executive, founder, and other key persons linked with

the brand.
● Industry Terms: Use terms specific to your industry to capture broader topics that may

affect your brand.

#2. Set up Google Alerts
● Create Google Alerts for the keywords you've identified. Google will notify you when your

keywords appear in new web material.
● Customization: Change the frequency and sources to achieve more customized

monitoring.

#3. Use Media Monitoring Tools
● Dedicated Platforms: Tools such as Mention, Meltwater, and Brandwatch enable

complete tracking across several media platforms.
● Social Media Monitoring: Social media monitoring tools like as Hootsuite, Sprout Social,

and Buffer can help you track social media mentions.

#4. Monitor Social Media Platforms.
● Direct Searches: Conduct regular searches for your terms on sites such as Twitter,

Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, and TikTok.



● Hashtags and Mentions: Monitor pertinent hashtags and account mentions to capture
the whole conversation.

#5. Track traditional media.

● Print Media: Use services that offer digital clippings from newspapers and magazines.
● Broadcast Media: Services such as TVEyes can help track mentions on television and

radio.

#5. Analyze sentiment and context.

● Sentiment analysis: Use techniques to determine whether mentions are good, negative,
or neutral.

● Contextual Analysis: Understand the context in which your brand is discussed so that
you can respond and strategize effectively.

#6. Engage with mentions

● Respond Appropriately: Engage with positive mentions to foster connections, and handle
unfavorable mentions as soon as possible to limit potential damage.

● Amplify favorable Mentions: To maximize the impact of favorable media, share it through
your networks.

#7. Report and Analyze
● Regular Reports: Create regular reports to monitor trends and assess the impact of

media coverage over time.
● KPIs and metrics: Define and monitor important performance indicators including share

of voice, reach, engagement, and sentiment.

#8. Competitor Monitoring
● Benchmarking is the practice of monitoring rival mentions to compare performance and

uncover industry trends.
● Competitive Analysis: Learn how your competitors are perceived and tailor your

strategies accordingly.



#9. Continuous Improvement.
● Review and Adjust: Review your tracking approach and tools regularly to verify they are

still meeting your changing demands.
● Stay updated: Stay up to date on media monitoring trends to take advantage of new

tools and tactics.
Businesses that follow this complete checklist can efficiently monitor and respond to media
mentions, thereby protecting and enhancing their reputation in a dynamic media ecosystem.


